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Dynamis Power Solutions Names New CEO 
 
The Woodlands, TX – United States – October 15, 2019 – Dynamis Power Solutions, an affiliate 
of Evolution Well Services, recently named Matthew Crawford as Chief Executive Officer. 
 
Mr. Crawford joins the company after 13 years with General Electric holding various positions 
including Vice President of Sales, where he led the sales teams and business development 
efforts across the U.S. and Canada. During his tenure, he led the GE Oil & Gas North American 
Turbomachinery sales team with a total order plan of over $1B, including growing the onshore 
unconventional business from $0 to approximately $100M in total orders in just over two years.   
 
Says Evolution Well Services President, Jeff Morris, “Matt’s background in turbomachinery, 
rotating equipment and experience with multiple industries uniquely qualifies him to lead the 
growth of Dynamis in existing and new markets.” 
 
“Dynamis is the benchmark for the mobilization of quiet and clean gas turbine power. Coming 
on the heels of the great success of the Evolution Well Services fleets, Dynamis was birthed in 
response to direct customer demand,” according to Crawford. “The quick 
mobilization/demobilization solution Dynamis offers, coupled with the 99.9% reliable LM2500 
turbine, has gotten the attention of multiple industries from Oil and Gas and Industrial Data 
Centers to Agriculture and Commercial Grow Houses. With natural gas prices at all-time lows, 
the fuel saving potential is greater than ever.” 
 
About Dynamis Power Solutions 
Dynamis Power Solutions combines their ultra-mobile design with the clean energy and 
operating efficiency of natural gas powered turbines to meet the needs of customers in a 
variety of industries. With an average mobilization/demobilization time of less than 14 hours 
for power from 2MW – 35MW, Dynamis is uniquely positioned to quickly deliver the right 
amount of power in the right location. Dynamis units can run directly off of field gas, utilizing 
natural gas that may otherwise be flared. The units can also run off of CNG, LNG or diesel, if 
necessary. This flexibility in operations and transports enables Dynamis to answer the call of 
almost any industry requiring short- and long-term power.  
 
Further information:  
Travis Simmering 
Dynamis Power Solutions 
281-296-1555 
travis.simmering@dynamisps.com 
 


